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China’s slow consumption recovery 
upset by low-income households

Most households report wealth decline in Q1, Q2

Norway CB holds 
rates at zero, hike 
still 2 years away
OSLO: Norway’s central bank kept its key policy interest rate
on hold at a record low zero percent yesterday, as expected,
and said any hike was still likely to be around two years away.

Norges Bank has slashed rates three times since March,
cutting the cost of borrowing from 1.5 percent to cushion the
economy from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Economists polled by Reuters had unanimously predicted
rates would remain on hold yesterday. “The sharp economic
downturn and considerable uncertainty surrounding the out-
look suggest keeping the policy rate on hold until there are
clear signs that economic conditions are normalizing,” Gov-
ernor Oeystein Olsen said in a statement.

“The policy rate forecast is little changed since June ... and
implies a rate at the current level over the next couple of years,
followed by a gradual rise as activity approaches a more nor-
mal level,” Norges Bank added. Norway’s crown currency
weakened to 11.14 against the euro at 0809 GMT from 11.08
just before the 0800 GMT announcement. — Reuters

BEIJING: Months after China brought its coro-
navirus epidemic under control, its consumers
are slowly opening their wallets again - but the
hard days of lockdowns still weigh on many
shell-shocked lower-income households, who
prefer to hold on to their cash.

While China’s recovery from a record first
quarter contraction is well ahead of most other
countries, it has been uneven. Lingering weak-
ness in consumption could complicate President
Xi Jinping’s push to curb the country’s depend-
ence on volatile overseas markets. Factories re-
bounded relatively quickly from paralyzing
lockdowns, but consumer confidence has picked
up only gradually in the world’s second-largest
economy. It took until August before retail sales
finally returned to growth, rising 0.5 percent on-
year. Sales for the first eight months were 8.6
percent lower than the same period last year.

But while spending on luxury goods like
Prada bags quickly shook off the virus shock,
consumption of daily necessities and services is
recovering more slowly. Extra caution from
lower-income households is a key reason why,
say analysts. “We live on savings but it’s difficult,
we tried to buy only the necessities,” said Zhou
Ran, a self-employed decorator in central
Henan’s Xinxiang city who couldn’t work for four
months earlier this year amid lockdowns.

Sales of clothing and shoes remain down 15
percent over the first eight months, while fuel
and other petroleum product sales are down 17.3
percent. Incomes from food and beverage sales
fell over 26 percent in this period.

Shocked spenders 
Analysts will be closely watching data and

company sales reports from China’s “Golden
Week” holidays on Oct. 1-8 to gauge how
quickly consumers’ mood is improving. Though
Zhou returned to work in May, business was
hard to find. “Many people prefer to keep cash
for now so they delay renovations,” he said.

“It is difficult for everyone this year,” said
Zhou, whose wife takes care of their three chil-
dren and doesn’t have an income. A quarterly re-
port issued jointly by the research arm of
Alibaba-backed Ant Group and Southwestern
University of Finance and Economics showed
the vulnerability of low income families to the
epidemic.

Most households with annual incomes below
100,000 yuan ($14,800) reported their wealth
declined in the first and second quarters. Those
with incomes above 300,000 yuan reported
consistent gains. “Higher-income households
have probably built up savings, because of the
forced reduction in consumption during lock-
down, and could now be ready for a spending
spree,” said Wei He, an analyst at research firm
Gavekal Dragonomics, in a note. “It is lower-in-
come households that face a longer slog of nor-
malizing their finances,” he said.

JD.com data shows that consumption growth
in lower-tier cities and low-income groups was
weaker than in major cities and high-income
groups in June, reversing the usual trend, ac-
cording to Shen Jianguang, chief economist at
JD Digits, the Chinese e-commerce giant’s fin-
tech arm. This is likely because the small and

medium-sized enterprises which employ many
lower-income people were affected more by the
epidemic, Shen said in an article published Au-
gust. The impact on consumption could be con-
siderable. Some 600 million Chinese people earn
a monthly income of barely 1,000 yuan, accord-
ing to Premier Li Keqiang, speaking in May. That
would be over 40 percent of the country’s pop-
ulation. Beijing has issued a slew of policies to
stabilize jobs and support spending over the last
months. Local authorities and companies have,
for instance, handed out billions of yuan in shop-
ping vouchers. To be sure, China’s recovery, as

imbalanced as it is, is still a bright spot in global
consumption as other major economies battle a
second wave of infections and in some cases im-
pose fresh curbs on activity. Many in China’s
vast export-oriented sector have turned to the
domestic market as foreign orders dry up, with
enthusiastic government support. An app from
Alibaba Holding Group Ltd which helps manu-
facturing suppliers sell directly to domestic con-
sumers has seen 1.2 million companies sign up
since its launch in March. Nearly half were ex-
port-focused previously, according to an Al-
ibaba spokesperson. — Reuters

Gulf Bank appoints 
Al-Qattan as GM of 
Consumer Banking
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank has announced the appointment of
Mohammed Al-Qattan as General Manager of Consumer
Banking, starting from October 1,2020. Al-Qattan’s respon-
sibilities will include the development and implementation
of Consumer Banking strategies and policies and achieving
the unit’s various financial objectives. 

As part of his new role, Al-Qattan will be responsible for
enhancing Gulf Bank’s marketing, sales and distribution
channels, as well as overseeing several customer-related
departments, including the teams in charge of developing
campaigns and launching new products and services for
customers. 

Among Al-Qattan’s responsibilities is consumer credit
management in compliance with risk management policies
and regulatory requirements adhered to by Gulf Bank and
the Central Bank of Kuwait. 

He will also be in charge of Gulf Bank’s various card
products, in addition to the development and execution of

a robust consumer collec-
tions strategy for the Bank.

Al-Qattan, who previously
held the position of Deputy
General Manager of Con-
sumer Banking at Gulf Bank,
has extensive practical expe-
rience in both business and
service development over a
variety of sectors, in addition
to experience in the adminis-
trative field.

Al-Qattan is also currently
an active member of multiple
boards of directors in Kuwait.
He is a board member and
head of the Risk and Audit

Committee of the Public Institute for Social Security
(PIFSS) in Kuwait, and holds the same position at local
credit bureau, the Credit Information Network Company
(Ci-Net). He is also a member of the Audit & Risk Commit-
tee at the First Securities Brokerage Company.

Mohammed Al-Qattan holds a Master of Business Ad-
ministration degree from the Maastricht School of Manage-
ment in Kuwait, and a bachelor’s degree in Statistics, with
a minor in Accounting, from Kuwait University. 

BEIJING: People commute on shared bicycles along a street during the evening rush hour
in Beijing. — AFP
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